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Abstract: Heart arrhythmias are the different types of 

heartbeats which are irregular in nature. In   Tachycardia the 
heartbeat works too fast and in case of Bradycardia it works too 
slow.  In the study of different cardiac conditions automatic 
detection of heart arrhythmia is done by the classification and 
feature extraction of Electrocardiogram(ECG)  data.  Various 
Support Vector Machine based methods are used to analyze and 
classify ECG signals for arrhythmia detection. There are several  
Support Vector Machine (SVM) methods used to classify the ECG 
data such as one against all, one against one and fuzzy decision 
function.  This classification detects the existence of the 
arrhythmia and it helps the physicians to treat the heart patient 
with more accurate way. To train SVM, the MIT BIH Arrhythmia 
database is used  which works with the heart disorder like sinus 
bradycardy, old inferior myocardial infarction, coronary artery 
disease, right bundle branch block. All three methods are 
implemented in proper way, and their rate of  accuracy with SVM 
classifier is optimal when it is processed with the one-against-all 
method.  The data sets of ECG arrhythmia are usually complex in 
nature, so for the SVM based classification one-against-all 
method has great impact and will fetch better result.      

 Keywords: Arrhythmia, Classification, Electrocardiogram, 
Feature Extraction, MIT BIH Arrhythmia Database, Support 
Vector Machine, QRS Complex.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Heart disease is a major issue of the human being  among 
different illness.  Timely detection  and accurate medical 
treatment  of heart problem can save life of human being.  
The energy of the heart beat comes from an electrical signal 
which is  generated from Sino Atrial  node.  This node  is 
located  at the Atrium which is top of the right chamber of the 
heart and it is treated as the natural pacemaker of the heart.  
The circulation of  blood throughout the whole body is 
controlled  by the natural pacemaker and any disorder of this 
causes a serious heart problem[1][2].  The inefficient heart 
beat creates the disease like arrhythmia which occurs due to 
abnormal conduction of the cardiac function In general ECG  
signal are constructed with T wave, QRS complex and T 
wave. These signal components are denoted by the capital 
letters ,Q,R,S,T.  The important  components  required to 
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inspect a heart patient is  QRS complex, P wave, RR  interval 
and T wave.    These  parameter changes causes the heart 
disease and the illness of human being.   

 
Fig-1: Standard block diagram of an Electrocardiogram 

Signal 

In ECG diagram  P,Q,R,S,T  components,  QRS complex 
duration, P-R , Q-T, S-T , P-P  intervals,   T-P, S-T,P-Q 
segments, P wave, T wave  durations are clearly  
described[3]. The ECG signal  shares two most important  
information  the first one measures the time interval  and 
from there it is measured that how long it works with the 
heart  also  we can determine the performance  of the 
electrical activity is fast, slow, regular  or  irregular.  The 
electrical activity of the heart muscle also reflects the stress 
taken by the heart and it checks the amount of overwork done 
by the person.  Using the ECG recording system the 
physicians  detects heart arrhythmia and from there  the  ECG 
waveform morphology  was detected.  ECG  recorders  use 
various mobile and remote health care system  and day by 
day the use of  ECG recorder  is increasing.  The importance 
of  automatic arrhythmia detection and classification  is that,  
the automation decreases  the human dependency of the heart 
treatment  and  classification and feature extraction  makes 
the diagnosis  more accurate[3][4].   To do this operation 
several  classification algorithms are required  which reads 
the ECG patterns and in real time it recognizes different types 
of arrhythmias.  Support vector machine and several other 
classifiers are used to classify the  electrocardiogram  beats. 
Several  algorithms have been  introduced over several years 
to develop the automated system which will classify the ECG 
signals accurately. The researchers  used  Artificial Neural 
Network  (ANN)  to detect the strain of  left ventricular 
portion by classifying the abnormalities of ST-T segment of  
Electrocardiogram.  The use of ANN helps the researchers to 
detect the QRS and from there the  ECG beat classifications  
can be  done. 
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The adaptive multilayer perceptron structure is used to model 
the  noise of the non linear background  as it augments the 
QRS complexities  which gives much reliable 
detection[5][6].  Two different classification techniques 
represents the ECG classification work, the first one is with 
supervised learning the another is with unsupervised 
learning.  To detect cardiac arrhythmia  and also ventricular 
arrhythmia a fuzzy  logic based method is used  also by using  
ANN  the visibility of the heart rate  is measured  by 
analyzing base ECG  signals  by which classification of  four 
different  cardiac arrhythmias are measured.   For  the 
extraordinary  performance  of classification support vector 
machine  is used   and in this work  three mostly used  and 
well-known  SVM  based  procedures are used.  The standard 
arrhythmia  data sets are used  to classify  to compare the  
result sets of  the different SVM procedures and this brings 
the  best result among the data set[7].  

II. SUPPORT  VECTOR  MACHINE  (SVM) 

For binary classification  and the mathematical  explanation  
of that classification algorithm SVMs  were designed .  
Let the training set be explained as  S= {(x1 , y1 ),(x2 , y2 
),…....,(xl , yl )}  where m dimensional  attribute  vectors are 
represented  as  xi   where  yi Ε {-1, +1}, yi = -1, and  yi = +1  
for class 1 &  class 2, respectively,  where  the SVM classifier  
is described as follows  D(x) = wtӨ(x) + b =0                      (1) 
Here Ө(x)  is described  as mapping function , b is a scalar  wt  
is described as vector in the feature space.  The below 
condition satisfy the decision function.   
                     Yi (wtӨ(x) + b) > 1 
For  i =1,...,l                                      (2) 
There are various separating   hyperplanes  and  among all of 
these separating  hyper planes  the optimal one contains 
maximal margin between separate two classes and this can be 
described  as  
                    min Z(w, b)w,b  = ½ wT w                      (3) 
Analyzing the equation (2), assume the training data are 
separable nonlinearly  and the slack variables makes the hard 
margin constraints more operable. Now introduce slack 
variable i in 
(2) brings  the result  as follows. 
    Yi (wt(xi) + b)  1-I              For  i =1,...,l       (4) 
                                                              0                                                                
For  i =1,...,l                         (5)                 
Now we  want to obtain  optimal separating  hyper plane  the 
equation is minimized  and come to the shape  
min  Z(w, b, i ) = ½ wtw  +  1/2               (6) 
According to the equation (4) & (5)  parameter   defines 
transaction  between minimum classification error and 
maximum margin.  
The optimization problem is represented by a convex 
quadratic program which can be easily solved by using the 
method of Lagrange multiplier. The parameters of  Lagrange 
multipliers are i and i (i=1,2,….l), the function of  
Lagrangian function can be described as L(w,b,i, i , i ) = 
Z(w, b, i )  -  {yi [wT (xi) +b]-1+i}- I          (7) 
Now apply  Kuhn tracker theorem here we are getting the 
optimized solution using Lagrangian function,  which is as 
follows  w=   yi(xi)                                  (8) 
The  training examples which contains the non  zero 
Lagrangian coefficients (i,) are described as support vector. 
Here training examples are initiated as ( xi , yi).  The i  

coefficient can be found by solving the convex quadratic 
problem and the outcome is as  
max [-1/2 yiyj ((xi)T. (xi))i,j +                     
(9) 
  Which is  explained as  
    iyj = 0     l=1,2,…….l                 (10) 
    0<=I <= ,            i= 1,2…..l                     (11) 
    Then substitute (8)  to  (1) the final  classification can be 
obtained.  Here the new input x, f(x) can be approximated by 
calculating the equation (12).   If  f(x) >0, the samples belongs 
to class 1 otherwise the samples belongs to class 2.  
f(x) = {  .((xi)T.(x))+b}              (12) 
where  

                sgn(x) =                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The equation (12) describes the inner product pair wise in the 
feature space where it may be computed by the original data 
set which uses the kernel function as described (12)  & (13).   
The kernel function can be implemented as 
         K(x,xi)= ((xi)T. (xi)                 (13) 
These kennel functions which include redial basis functions 
and polynomial kernel functions works together for the 
optimized output[8][9][10].  Then the function can be 
described as, 
 f(x) = sgn{  .K(xi,x)+b}          (14) 

III. ALGORITHM OF MULTICLASS 

CLASSIFICATION 

 The main objective of multiclass classification is that it 
operates every observations of the k class. Here FDF,  
one-against-one and one-against-all methods will be 
discussed and analyzed.  
Assume that S={(x1,y1),(x2,y2),………(xi,yi)} be the  training 
data, where xiRm  and  yi (1,2,…...k). 
In the case of one-against-one method determines k(k-1)/2 
classifiers which will support k-class problems. The 
proposed optimal hyper plane which will support  SVM with 
class i  against that if the class j  is described as 
Dij (x)= wT(x) + bij = 0,  
I<j , 1<j<= k, 1<=i<k   
Where  vector described  in the feature space  is denoted   as  
wT

ij . bij  is described as scalar  and (x)  is  a mapping 
function[11][12].   
The below equation  describes the optimal hyper plane 
orientation  and it is  explained  as 
Dij (x) = - Dij (x)            (15) 
Now from the above equations the following  methods  can  
be explained[13][14].   

1.1 One  against One  
For  this method  the input vector  , the method can be  
explained as  
Di(x) =                                      (16)    
And also the classifier  x activates  the equation into the class    
[15][16].  
     arg  max(Di(x)) ,  i=1…..k                                (17) 
 

1.2 Fuzzy  Decision  Function 
In the Fuzzy Decision Function method, first the input  vector  
x is taken.  mij (x) (i,j = 
1,2,3…..k)  is the  1-D 
membership function  in which 
the directions  of  orthogonal 
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optimal separating hyper plane   Dij (x) = 0.   

Now it is described as  mij(x) =      1   Dij (x)  ,  

otherwise . 
From the equation the deduced function comes  as the  
membership  function  mi (x)  are  explained by  
mi (x) = min  (mij(x)) , j= 1….k                     (18) 
by  using the equation  (18)  , the  specified sample  x  is 
classified into the exact  class[17][18]  
arg   max(mi(x))       i= 1…k                          (19) 

1.3 One Against All 
In the case of a  k class problem,  one against all method helps 
to construct the k  Support  Vector Machine models. All  of 
the training examples are implemented on  ith  SVM  where  ith 
class holds the positive level and  all other remaining 
examples  are implemented with negative levels. Final output 
produced  by  one against all method  is the highest output 
value which is the class  corresponds to SVM[19][20].    
Now  consider the optimization problem  of (3)  to (5)  and by 
solving  it  with all the related training samples with the data 
set the following  decision function is generated  with ith   
SVM  is  Di (x) = wT(x) + bi      
In this equation the input  vector  x  is used to assign  to the 
class which maps to the largest value of the corresponding  
decision function applied  to SVM[21].   The final  class  of  x 
will be implemented as  

X=arg  max (Di(x))      i= 1….k 

IV. PROCEDURE RELATED TO DATASET 

The  standard dataset here used is MIT BIH  arrhythmia  
dataset.  This has total  310  ECG recordings where  90  
persons are involved,  where each of the recording contains  
ECG lead  which is recorded for twenty  seconds, With 500 
Hz, 12-bit  resolution  over  a  nominal range of 10mV.  The 
database  works with 493 instances where 253 attributes are 
used  of which  231 attributes are characterized as linear 
values and the remaining  are treated as nominal.  Many zero 
valued and missing value columns makes the database  
imperative to resize and preprocess  the dataset  which makes 
the dataset relevant and reliable.  So missing values or the all 
zero components are removed  from the dataset.  Here the   
dataset uses  a total of 389 instances and  related  159 
attributes. which is distributed among  6 classes  where  1 
class  indicated  as normal ECG , the class belongs to 2 to 5 
are designated as different arrhythmia class, remaining  class 
6  refer to unclassified  classes[22][23].     
The below table  (Table -1)  describes  different arrhythmia 
classes  and the number  of instances  which belongs to each 
of the classes  of the dataset described above.  

Table 1 :Number of instances in the dataset  of  
Arrhythmia classes 

Class Name of Class Total No. of Instances 

1 Normal class 248 
2 Changes in Ischemia 35 
3 Myocardial Infraction 17 
4 Sinus bradycardia 22 
5 Right bundle branch block 46 
6 Others 21 

 In  this experiment  the SVM  based methods used  were  
trained by  almost  fifty percent of the  total dataset.  This  
dataset were chosen from main database where all classes are 
properly taken in the logical percentage.  For  testing purpose 
the  remaining  dataset from the main database is used. Below 

table (Table-2 ) shows the training and testing datasets  
representing  each of the individual class.  
Table 2 : Testing  and Training datasets  of the  different 

classes 
Data Class 

1 
Class 

2 
Class 

3 
Class 

4 
Class 

5 
Class 6 Total 

Initial 248 35 17 22 46 21 389 

Train 124 17 9 11 23 11 195 

Test 124 18 8 11 23 10 194 
Here  SVM  based methods  are used  by Gaussian 
kernel[24][25].  Now  here    is denoted as  kernel parameter  
and   is denoted as regularization parameter . The data are 
empirically optimized and shown in Table 3  &  Table 4.  
Now the error rate is minimized  and the dataset is validated  
which brings the best accuracy rate. The accuracy rate is 
determined  in terms of percentage  which ensures better 
classification  of the datasets  used  for  arrhythmia 
detection[26]. The  below table  (Table 3)  describes the rate 
of  accuracy  ( in % )  with respect to the value  of  the kernel 
parameter  .  
Table 3 : The accuracy  rate with respect to the value   of  

 
No  OAO FDF OAA 
1 2-3 63.56 63.32 63.18 
2 2-2 62.99 61.53 62.17 
3 2-1 62.37 62.45 62.19 
4 2-4 63.86 61.67 63.12 
5 26 63.46 61.91 69.17 
6 25 64.23 62.56 64.19 
7 21 65.32 63.41 65.19 
8 23 64.12 63.21 64.78 
9 22 68.34 62.34 73.23 
10 21 62.34 60.23 61.25 
11 25 64.32 60.43 61.61 
12 27 67.45 62.19 63.28 
13 22 65.63 61.56 63.78 

Below the table (Table 4)  describes  the rate of  accuracy  ( in 
% ) with respect to   value where the best value of   is taken 
as a reference and the calculation is done according to its 
reference. 
Table 4 : The accuracy  rate with respect to  the value  of  

  taking the  best  value 
No  OAO FDF OAA 

1 2-2 68.68 62.45 62.12 
2 2-4 67.51 61.39 63.32 
3 2-3 66.41 61.45 64.91 
4 2-2 68.45 62.36 63.43 
5 24 69.39 62.71 65.32 
6 20 68.23 63.56 64.29 
7 23 69.32 64.41 65.23 
8 22 69.12 64.28 65.78 
9 24 69.34 63.14 66.23 
10 23 68.35 62.27 65.25 
11 26 69.32 63.49 64.61 
12 27 68.48 63.20 65.28 
13 28 69.23 62.36 64.38 
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V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

Now consider the performance comparison  among various 
SVM methods using  arrhythmia classification results of the  
ECG database. The result shows that one against all 
algorithm  shows the accuracy rate with highest percentage.  
The different  values helps to classify the dataset which is 
used to train and optimize the system.  The  highest 
percentage  of accuracy rate was chosen and fixed  by   
value.  After  that   various    values helps the system to 
converge and classify. The different range of values used for  
 and   where  = [2-4,2-3,2-2,……..,27,28]  and  = 
[2-4,2-3,2-2,……..,27,28].  The research shows that the 
accuracy and the performance  of  one-against-all method  is  
better than one-against-one  method  in the classification of 
ECG data.  It is also fact that the result could vary time to 
time with different dataset.  The study shows that  FDF 
performs constant  and relatively poor classification results 
upon the ECG data.  The  potential improvement of the 
performance  we have to remove the ambiguity from the 
database where the FDF method  works with   value .  The 
result clearly shows that the highest accuracy comes from  
OAO method  but the as the gap is minimum, every time it is 
difficult to calculate the highest accuracy rate among 
different methods[27][28].  In the dataset  the activity of a 
particular class depends  the use of  maximum share  of the 
instances  and the presence of the instances have the direct 
impact on classification.   Here the OAO method gives the 
highest result  on ECG datasets performing with the 
distribution in more  uniform way and thereby it ensures 
better training and outcome  of the said system[29].   

VI. CONCLUSION  

The goal of the paper is to present  and discuss the 
classification of ECG arrhythmia  with various widely used  
and popular methods based on SVM. Several popular 
classification techniques such as fuzzy- decision- function 
(FDF),  one-against-one (OAO),  one-against-all (OAA)  are 
used to classify and distinguish between  absence and 
presence of ventricular arrhythmia for cardiac system where 
classification is done by one among the six groups.  Among 
the several classifiers  the performance of  SVM is relatively 
better.  It can work with small learning data  and still can 
deliver strong performance.  From the obtained result  it is 
clear that  OAA is the best method  for the classification of 
arrhythmia  in ECG.  So OAA method  can be implemented 
to other standard  datasets also for the classification  and to 
get the best result. 
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